
Dear Valued Trinity Capital Client/Investor:
 
While we did achieve a closing price on the S and P 500 on Tuesday,
May 17th, higher than what famed former Raymond James Chief
Market Strategist Jeffrey Saut had alluded to in his Friday and Sunday
comments, we did not have the follow through good day today. In fact,
it was an awful day with the S and P retreating backwards 4% and
closing at 3,923.68. This number is still about 2% higher than the lows
set last week, and Jeff Saut did mention in his morning comments this
morning we could fall back and retest those lows.
 

Please read Jeff's comments below:
 
"Monday was once again a disappointing session in terms of lack of follow- through from Friday’s
“90% upside day.” However, unlike back on May 5 when we immediately sold off hard after a
similar 90% upside day the previous session, Monday at least saw only minor losses in the averages
and more neutral breadth readings. That set us up for a bit of a surprise yesterday, as the averages
not only closed well into the green, but once again saw 92% of NYSE operating stocks advance.
Importantly, the S&P 500 was able to reclaim that key 4070 resistance level I mentioned in my
report Sunday. I was using that area as sort of a test point this week to see how much conviction
buyers really had, so it’s a good sign that we were able to take it out.
Similar to how the breaking of 3950 support recently did not guarantee we were going to drop
significantly lower, getting above 4070 doesn’t mean that we have definitely bottomed and now
will now power significantly higher without ever looking back. Yet, it is an indication that the bulls
are taking back some control, and supports that we are finally seeing that “tradeable rally” I have
been awaiting in recent weeks.
I now think if we have made at least a tactical low here, dips should hold above 3983-4000 or so. If
we start to drop back below that area, however, I will start to worry that yet another lower low is in
the cards. So while we certainly aren’t out of the woods after all the technical damage that has been
done lately, the market has started to change its tone and finally see some buyers emerge. As I
mentioned Sunday, there is at least a relatively resistance-free path back up toward 4300 in the S&P
500. That is the next critical spot I will be watching should we make it up there and the next spot at
which I think it would really make sense to add more hedges just in case. Above 4300, a rise back
up to 4500-4600 is not out of the question. That might not look like much on the charts, but getting
back up to 4500-4600 will actually require a 16-20% jump in the S&P from the recent low. With
the kind of market we’ve been in, that will be a tough ask so we need to take it one step at a time;
yet I think sentiment-wise we are perfectly set up for it given I came across this headline yesterday
from Markets Insider: “Wall Street is heading into a summer from hell — a period of extreme
volatility that top investors say will bring a near-biblical reckoning.” That sounds exactly like the
kind of headlines we want to see if looking for a surprise move higher out of stocks."  Jeffrey Saut,
Saut Strategy, May 17th, 2022.
 
Based on today's results, we at Trinity have elected to remain cautious here on putting cash to work
or rotating out of existing positions into potentially more attractive ones until the smoke finally
clears. I maintain that inflation will peak in the next couple of months and then begin falling and



that Putin is not long for this World. I also believe after the next two interest rate hikes that the
Federal Reserve will see just how much the economy is weakening and the consumer is pulling
back on spending (already happening by the way as evidenced by Wal-Mart's report and Targets
earnings miss today) and they will have great reservation from August on to continue to raise rates,
although they missed doing far more much earlier which would have helped with soaring prices.
 
The market is desperately trying to bottom here and rally, but the bad news hits keep coming for
now. Keep an eye on Nvidia's earnings next week on the 25th. That will be a tell-tale sign if we can
turn around more quickly vs not.
 
We are waiting with bated breath and will keep you updated.
 
Morris
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